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“Remarkable personal journals . . revealing the combat experience of the German-Russian War
as seldom seen before . . . a harrowing yet poignant story” (Military Times). Hans Roth was a
member of the anti-tank panzerjager battalion, 299th Infantry Division, attached to the Sixth
Army, as the invasion of Russia began. As events transpired, he recorded the tension as the
Germans deployed on the Soviet frontier in June 1941. Then, a firestorm broke loose as the
Wehrmacht tore across the front, forging into the primitive vastness of the East. During the Kiev
encirclement, Roth’s unit was under constant attack as the Soviets desperately tried to break
through the German ring. At one point, after the enemy had finally been beaten, a friend serving
with the SS led him to a site—possibly Babi Yar—where he witnessed civilians being
massacred. After suffering through a brutal winter against apparently endless Russian reserves,
his division went on the offensive again when the Germans drove toward Stalingrad. In these
journals, attacks and counterattacks are described in you-are-there detail. Roth wrote privately,
as if to keep himself sane, knowing his honest accounts of the horrors in the East could never
pass Wehrmacht censors. When the Soviet counteroffensive of winter 1942 begins, his unit is
stationed alongside the Italian 8th Army, and his observations of its collapse, as opposed to the
reaction of the German troops sent to stiffen its front, are of special fascination. Roth’s three
journals were discovered many years after his disappearance, tucked away in the home of his
brother. After his brother’s death, his family discovered them and sent them to Rosel, Roth’s wife.
In time, Rosel handed down the journals to Erika, Roth’s only daughter, who had emigrated to
America. Roth was likely working on a fourth journal before he was reported missing in action in
July 1944. Although his ultimate fate remains unknown, what he did leave behind, now finally
revealed, is an incredible firsthand account of the horrific war the Germans waged in Russia.

“…particularly important for two reasons. Unlike letters from the front, they were never seen by
the German Army censors and so Roth was free to record his real feeling as the fighting
continued. Second, because of Roth’s untimely death in 1944 the journals weren’t edited post-
war, leaving them in their original raw state. As a result, we get a rare soldier’s eye version of the
fighting on a day-by-day basis.History of War“For those interested in aspects of combat on the
Eastern Front (especially detailed scenes are depicted of the fighting for Kiev in 1941, Voronezh
in 1942, and Orel in early 1943), the ‘holocaust by bullets’ that was perpetrated in the east, and
the ‘daily life’ of soldiers and civilians (men and women on both counts), this is a must
read.”Kunikov’s Reviews“His observations of fighting are both blunt- Everything is Scheiss- and
intelligent… describes the viciousness of the fighting…”Military Illustrated“..without a doubt a
unique account that offers many new insights and details which the author himself may have
suppressed has he survived. It shows why the Eastern Front was totally different, the horrors



kept from those at home…”Military Modelcraft International"…an enlightening window into what
it was like to cope with all the elements that war can throw at you, clearly not a nice
experience."Military Modelling“…remarkable personal journals…revealing the combat
experience of the German Russian War as seldom seen before. Witness to unspeakable
carnage at the front, this is a harrowing yet poignant story.”Military Times“…a very interesting
book which gives you the human side of a man reluctantly sucked into a war…gives a glimpse
into both the subtle influences of the Nazi State on its soldiers and attitudes…”Wargames,
Soldiers and Strategy“Put simply…this is one of the best accounts of war by an ordinary
soldier...”Model Armour“The editors are in fact the grandchildren of the author of these diaries
(Hans Rooth) who was in the 299th infantry Division’s anti tank battalion. Unable and unwilling to
describe the horrors of the Eastern Front in his letters home to his wife, he committed them to
these diary journals. He went missing in action in t he summer of 1944 and has no known
grave… a harrowing yet poignant story of an ordinary soldier caught up in the worst that war can
bring. There is not much in the way of technical or tactical detail and it makes for pretty grim
reading at times, but it appears to portray well the day to day emotions and experiences of this
dreadful conflictMiniature Wargames“With all the bias, rightness and wrongness of real life, and
written in “real time”, this book accurately describes the impressions and experiences of
everyday life and combat in the Russian steppes. It will not help you with your next scale model
project or diorama. But it will give you a priceless insight into the people who lived and died by
the equipment and groundwork that you will be modeling.Recommended to all history
aficionados and modelers.IPMS/USA"The book is spectacular. Hans Roth provided a wonderful
service for his family and future generations by recording what he witnessed and what he was
ordered to do.You can feel the fear he felt. You can sense the mixed emotions he experienced.
The day to day log of his units actions with his understanding of what was going on are amazing.
The detail and description he provides of the surroundings paints a remarkable portrait of the
times...an important resource for anyone interested in the Eastern Front as well as those who
want a realistic look at the terrors of war. It is gripping and paints one of the clearest pictures ever
of how war is horrendous."Kepler’s Military HistoryIt is quite often the case that the only
accounts of first and second world war that we get to read are written by our own side. It is more
likely that, were we wanting to read about the horrors of the WWII Eastern Front, we would turn
to an account written by an Englishman or an American. Publisher Casemate specialises in
bringing out books that tell the stories of all parties involved, and this collection of journal entries
belonging to a German "Panzerjager", a member of the elite Wehrmacht, whose job it was to
hunt down and destroy tanks belonging to the allies, provides an altogether different perspective
on the various campaigns. An important part of the history of WWII that should not be
overlooked, and should appeal to all students of 20th century warfare.Books Monthly --This text
refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorChristine Alexander specializes in military
history.Christine Alexander and Mason Kunze are the grandchildren of Hans Roth, through
whom the translation and background information of these journals has been made possible.



Christine currently lives in North Carolina and Mason resides in California. --This text refers to
the paperback edition.
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PA 19083and in Great Britain byCASEMATE17 Cheap Street, Newbury RG14 5DDCopyright
2010 © Christine Alexander and Mason KunzeCataloging-in-publication data is available from
the Library of Congress and the British Library.All rights reserved. No part of this book may be
reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical including
photocopying, recording or by any information storage and retrieval system, without permission
from the Publisher in writing.10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1Printed and bound in the United States of
America.For a complete list of Casemate titles please contact:CASEMATE
PUBLISHERSTelephone (610) 853-9131, Fax (610) 853-9146E-mail:
casemate@casematepublishing.comCASEMATE PUBLISHERSTelephone (01635) 231091, Fax
(01635) 41619E-mail: casemate-
uk@casematepublishing.co.ukContentsDedicationPrefaceForewordJournal I:OPERATION
BARBAROSSA AND THE BATTLE FOR KIEVJournal II:MARCH TO THE EAST AND THE
WINTER OF 1941–42Journal III:FRONTLINE WARFARE AND THE RETREAT AFTER
STALINGRADFinal DocumentsSuggested ReadingDedicationThis book is dedicated to my
grandfather, Hans Roth—a man who, in the midst of a horrendous war, thought it important to
leave a legacy behind for all those who would never have a chance to meet him. Because of his
diaries his child, grandchildren and generations to come will have a tiny glimpse into the life of
this man. For this, I am truly grateful.May these diaries prompt the reader to think about how they
too can leave a legacy for those who come after them.Mom… to you, may you one day read the
words of your father in this book, and may it bring a deep peace that makes your heart complete.
From your children Marc, Mason and me, you have been the best mother one could ever have.
We love you more than words can express.Avana Fullerton and Matthew Fullerton—may the
words in this book give you a connection to your great grandfather. I love you both so very
deeply and am so proud of you both. May you carry on an incredible legacy of your own and
pass this book to all who come after you. Taylor Alexander, Jordan Alexander and Whitney
Alexander—words cannot express the joy of sharing my life with you. I love you all. May God
continue to bless our lives together.Frank Alexander, my husband and the man of my dreams—
you have captivated my heart completely. I love you! Thank you for putting all the pieces of the
diary in order.Special thanks to:Jeff Rogers for digging into the diaries and giving us the valuable
information needed to put this book together. Jeff, I am so thankful for all your time and passion
you put into reading the diaries and helping us get this book in order.Jan and Ada Goerike, thank
you for your hard work in translating the diaries from German to English.We also owe special
appreciation to Håkan Henriksson in Sweden, and to John Calvin of wwiiphotos-maps.com for
their expertise and generous assistance with additional photographs to illuminate the path and
experiences of Hans Roth during the war.And last but not least—I want to thank our special
friends at WW2 Forums () Carl Evans, Eric Brown, Christopher Jensen, Slava Gurdzhi and
David Mitchell who so willingly shared with us their knowledge of the Second World War which
helped us decipher some of the meanings and information needed to bring a perspective on the



events in which my grandfather was a part.CHRISTINE ALEXANDERGranddaughter of Hans
RothPrefaceWar stories have always fascinated me. As a young boy, I would sit in front of the
television for hours, completely mesmerized by old black and white footage of World War I and
World War II. I must have seen “Tora Tora Tora” and “The Guns of Navarrone” a hundred times—I
could never get enough.But never could I have imagined that a firsthand account of World War
II, which no movie or footage could match, was collecting dust in my very own home. It wasn’t
until I helped my mother move, 30 years later, that I discovered this hidden treasure.My mother
grew up during the 1930s and 40s and has always been reluctant to tell me, my brother, and my
sister anything about her childhood in wartime Germany.It was with the same apprehension that
she handed me the set of three diaries, in perfect condition. She told me they were my German
grandfather’s personal journals. They were written in German, which I could not read, so I had
the first five pages translated as soon as possible. I could hardly wait to see what the diaries
contained—and the results were nothing short of amazing.Even the translator, a native German
speaker, was shocked after translating only a few pages.I was holding a firsthand account of
brutality, carnage and death, combined with the hope that, one day, life would return to the way it
was before the war.They weren’t just the words of a German soldier on the frontlines of the
Eastern Front; they were also the words of my grandfather, Hans Roth. A grandfather I would
never have the privilege to know, except through the contents of his diaries.Hans Roth was in his
early thirties when he was drafted into the German Army. His life had previously consisted of all a
young man could dream of. He was the owner of a successful graphic design office in downtown
Frankfort, husband to a lovely wife, and father of a beautiful, five-year-old daughter named
Erika.His wife, my grandmother, was forced to work in an ammunition factory, as were many
other German women during the war. They were sometimes left there for days at a time, so
children were left alone at home to fend for themselves. The Red Cross took my mother to a
large farm, along with other children, where a family watched over them.It has taken over five
years, and multiple translators, to decode the contents of the three diaries.One of the translators
could only bear to complete a small bit of her translation before retiring from the project. She told
me the diaries were too vivid and emotional for her to continue translating them.I soon
discovered that my mother hadn’t read most of the diaries. They were the words of her dad, a
dad she really never had the opportunity to get to know.Her only memory of her father was of a
figure bending down to kiss her while she slept and whispering, “Auf wiedersehen, liebling
Erika,” as he left for war.For my mother, reading these diaries meant meeting the father she
never had met and reviving all the grief and pain of his absence.Still, to this day, she has chosen
not to read them.MASON KUNZEGandson of Hans RothForewordThe German Army's invasion
of the Soviet Union during World War II became the largest and bloodiest land conflict in history.
Its huge numbers of men—at least seven million involved in the initial onset—and thousands of
tanks and aircraft stretched across endless expanses of steppe. Just as a television picture is
composed of millions of dots, the campaign's vast savagery was the product of countless acts of
brutality by millions of individual men. Yet lengthy recollections of this conflict are rare: few



participants tried to record their experiences at length, and few of those who did lived long
enough to do so.Hans Roth took the time to keep a journal of his service in the Wehrmacht,
while fighting in some of the fiercest battles that characterized the war on the Eastern Front. His
insights provide a stirring glimpse into the daily life of Germans soldiers as they fought a
desperate war.Hans Roth loved his wife and his daughter, the latter whom he had seen very little
of since he was called up for duty in the Wehrmacht to serve in the Panzerjäger (anti-tank)
battalion of the 299th Infantry Division. His love for family was expressed often in the journals he
kept, and he longed to see them, mentioning them regularly as he wrote. While Hans did write
home as often as he could (he mentions these letters throughout his diaries), I must suspect he
withheld in these letters most of the horrors he experienced, saving them instead for the detailed
journals he privately maintained.Hans’s story begins in the late spring days of 1941, as the
299th Infantry Division, assigned to the German Sixth Army, prepares to invade the Soviet
Union. As Operation Barbarossa unfolds, the 299th finds itself entangled in the desperate
fighting south of the Pripyat Marshes. Roth sees firsthand the waste of human lives, by both the
German and Soviet armies. Later that summer, he is involved in the reduction of the Kiev Pocket,
becoming one of the first German troops to enter the Ukrainian capital. After a dire winter of
bitter cold, he and the men of his division support the northern shoulder of Sixth Army, as it
makes its drive to Stalingrad and gets locked into that desperate struggle. When the Red Army
launches a massive counteroffensive, trapping Sixth Army against the Volga, the 299th Division
and Hans Roth are outside the pincers of the Soviet envelopment. As Soviet hammerblows
continue, Roth witnesses the collapse of the Italian Eighth, Hungarian Second, and Romanian
Third Armies on the northern flank, as the men of these formations melt into the countryside. His
unit is ultimately transferred to Second Army, then Second Panzer Army, in their attempts to hold
the southern flank of Army Group Center after the destruction of Sixth Army at Stalingrad. He
then participates in the fierce battles for Kharkov, Voronezh, and the Orel salient while detailing
the horrendous fighting that characterized combat on the Eastern Front.Throughout his
narratives of the German campaigns, Gefreiter (private), later Feldwebel (corporal), Roth takes
great effort to describe his surroundings, writing much about the Ukrainian and Russian people,
including their hardships, and the contrasts between their lives and the one he knew before the
war. At first their lifestyle seemed foreign to him, but after living among them for nearly two years,
he grew accustomed to their pastoral ways. He was witness to the summary execution of
captured partisans, expressing some remorse at their deaths, but fully understanding that the
nature of the war meant that these same people could have been the cause of his death.While
lacking the polish of later published personal accounts, Roth’s monograph has the advantage of
being written as the events happened and not after the war, when memories can be muddled
and remembrances altered by later experience. This is the strength of Roth’s work, as his
thoughts are unaltered; the stark events recorded don’t undergo a metamorphosis to fit later
sensibilities.Hans Roth eventually disappeared into the cauldron that became known as the
Destruction of Army Group Center. He undoubtedly was working on his fourth journal when he



lost contact with his family in summer 1944. His three completed ones had been placed in
safekeeping back home, with the last one ending in July 1943. Little is known of his service after
that date, except what was included in letters home, but these did not cover the horrors of the
war as his journals did. The location of Hans Roth’s grave is unknown.However, the journals he
kept provide a memorial for him and the millions of soldiers whose lives came to a horrific end in
a war far from home.JEFFERY W. ROGERSThe Iron Cross, Second Class, awarded to Hans
Roth on November 3, 1941, along with its accompanying certificate.(Photos courtesy of
Christine Alexander and Mason Kunze)The War Merit Cross, 2nd Class, with Swords, awarded
to then-Corporal (Feldwebel) Hans Roth on November 15, 1943, with certificate.(Photos
courtesy of Christine Alexander and Mason Kunze)JOURNAL IOPERATION BARBAROSSA
AND THE BATTLE FOR KIEVEditors’ Note:In Hans Roth’s first journal, the 299th Infantry
Division, in which he served under General Willi Mosel, is poised at the Bug River in Poland,
waiting for the launch of Operation Barbarossa, Germany’s massive surprise attack on the
Soviet Union. The division is part of Walter von Reichenau’s Sixth Army, which will comprise the
left flank of Field Marshal Gerd von Rundstedt’s Army Group South.The Germans had arrayed
three army groups: North, with Leningrad as its ultimate objective; Center, aimed straight at
Moscow; and South, with its first objective Kiev, and then the industrial regions beyond. Army
Group North had one panzer group, which was assisted by the proximity of the Baltic Sea in
cutting off Soviet forces. Army Group Center had two panzer groups deployed on each wing,
which performed an impressive series of encirclement battles at Brest-Litovsk, Minsk, and
Smolensk, propelling the Army Group halfway to Moscow within weeks.The German high
command underestimated the challenge for Army Group South, however, as it only had one
panzer group, with a huge expanse of territory to cover and no natural obstacles against which
to pin enemy concentrations. Further, the Soviet forces in the south, under Marshal Semen
Budenny, were the largest of any sector, consisting of over a million men, not counting reserves.
All across the front, the Germans were shocked by the numbers of artillery pieces, tanks, and
planes the Soviets developed, which far exceeded pre-war estimates, as well as by the ferocity
of Soviet resistance. This was especially true in the south.The result was that while spectacular
gains were quickly made by Army Groups North and Center, Army Group South found itself in a
difficult, confrontational slog against Budenny’s forces. The First Panzer Group, under von Kleist,
could not effect encirclements by itself, even as the vast expanse of the steppe diluted its
fighting strength. The initial stage of Operation Barbarossa in the south relied primarily on
infantry divisions, which forged gradually across the territory, snowballing numerically superior
Soviet forces before them until finally arriving before Kiev, where scenes reminiscent of the
trenches of World War I were reprised.Reichenau’s Sixth Army was the primary instrument of the
advance, until in July the high command decided to employ the panzers, along with Seventeenth
Army, in a subsidiary encirclement battle against a Soviet salient at Uman. Successfully
completed on August 8, with the capture of over 100,000 prisoners, this truncation of Budenny’s
forces opened the door to further advances near the lower Dniepr and the Black Sea, including



the entranceway to the Crimea.Meantime, Sixth Army had fought its way through Korosten,
Zhitomir and other towns to the outskirts of Kiev, where it found itself in a veritable death-grip
with the Soviets’ Southwest Front, which was considerably larger in both men and firepower.
While most accounts of the onset of Barbarossa describe spectacular advances by the German
panzer divisions, Roth describes the pure hell undergone by the infantry divisions of Sixth Army,
as they waited for their high command to devise a solution to their original miscalculation.In the
journals that follow, which were translated from the hand written versions, occasional
punctuation and paragraph breaks have been added for clarity. For certain idioms or technical
references, explanations have been added [in brackets] where possible. The titles assigned to
the journals themselves are the editors’ and were not part of the originals.Gefreiter (Private)
Hans Roth.(Photo courtesy of Christine Alexander and Mason Kunze)[ON THE JOURNAL’S
FIRST PAGE]Once again we are close to being deployed on another difficult assignment. I am
hoping that what follows will become my diary. In it, I will recount the daily events just as they
occur, without any embellishment. I am still not permitted to write such things to my wife, but will
tell her later.12 June 1941, Łasków, Poland12 June, 1941: After an extremely exhausting journey
that lasted several days, we arrived in łasków [Poland], about 8 kilometers from the Russian
border. Our march went from Kiacz-Wielki via Opatów Lublin-Krasnistaw-Zamosc-Hrubiczo, to
our current location. The dust and heat are terrible.Łasków, which is nothing more than a small
hick-town with an unmistakable Ukrainian feel to it, is populated by friendly and clean people.
The houses [blockhüssen] are small, single-story constructions with thatched roofs. As wood
and straw are the most common construction materials, both the barns and the houses are
made from woven willow. The rooms, small but cozy, are always whitewashed or painted light
blue with woven straw mats and beautiful local flowers decorating the ovens, walls, and ceilings.
Vibrant embroidered pillows and curtains in their blaze of color create a warm but simple
atmosphere in the tiny rooms. We pitch our tents in the barn and enjoy some well-deserved
peace and quiet.13 June: Drive to Zamosc in order to take position. The beauty of the town’s
market is remarkable. The rich baroque façades of the town hall and center, though unfamiliar to
me, are delightful. Truly a wonderful style! Russian churches with their onion domes are found
everywhere along the way. The street signs and store fronts are mostly bi-lingual—German and
Ukrainian.14 June: Received orders to drive to the Bug River. With the main intelligence unit
[Offz.-Erkundungstrupp] already on location there, I am ordered to map out our observations of
the enemy’s positions. On my way there, the construction and support units [bau-und-
pionierentrupps] were feverishly working on the roads in disrepair, rushing to build a corduroy
road across the swamps and mud.I arrive in Piaseczno around noon. The forest there has
already been taken by the Russians. The Russian flag, with its hammer and sickle, waves within
a stone’s throw. It is unimaginable what would happen to our cohorts if the Russians were to get
the idea to send out a reconnaissance unit to explore the area. We know all too well that this is
possible.How should we handle this? The Russian bunkers and machine gun positions are just
100 meters away, facing ten soldiers and a few pionieren [engineers]. The river is the border—



past it, the abyss. If the Russians do come, we will be unable to retreat, as we are without
vehicles. Are we the scapegoats who are supposed to be slaughtered by the Russians [as an
excuse] for the German attack? Similar situations took place in Poland. A truly honorable death
sentence! Nevertheless, we sleep peacefully. We do not even bother to set out guards. Why
should we, only to anticipate the inevitable?My dear Rosel, if I wrote to you about such events,
you surely would not find any peace of mind. How good it is that you do not know about this.15
June: The situation is becoming more and more serious. Russian scouts were on our side of the
river last night, close to our encampment. Gauging from the footprints in the sand, it must have
been a group of at least twenty men. What a fine mess we have gotten ourselves into! Should we
fire at them?We are now no longer able to make a move without being noticed. They track our
every movement with their scherenfernrohr [scissor telescopes] all day long. We have to sneak
like Indians to the riverbank in order to accomplish our task. This is how I will have to map out the
enemy’s positions and establish the artillery sectors tomorrow, which should allow us to
complete our assignment. I hope that will be the result!16 June: What luck we have! I was able to
finish my task without any disruption from the Reds [die Roten]. I now also know the location of
where we, along with our pionieren, are going to traverse the river. Once again we will be part of
the first wave! Since the mission is intended to surprise the Russians, the attack will probably
commence in a few days. The forest to our rear is filled with intense activity. Heavy artillery has
been placed in position. Our panzers have also arrived. Flak cannons were set in place last
night.There is a great deal of activity on the enemy side as well. The Reds have strengthened
their positions, and given the noise from the opposing forest, they appear to have rolled their
tanks into position. I am extremely tired tonight and it is still unbearably hot.Hans Roth on leave
with his wife Rosel.(Photo courtesy Christine Alexander and Mason Kunze)17 June: It is raining,
which is a blessing for the local farmers, but bad news for us. Where there were paths yesterday
there are muddy creeks today, which reach up to the top of my jackboots.Our commander
[General Willi Moser] arrives at noon. He brings bad news, declaring that we have to stay put for
a few more days. The weather clears up in the evening, and a stroll down to the bridgehead on
the Bug wonderfully relaxes my nerves, which have suffered greatly under the tension of the
past few days.I now know the day of the attack. It will unfold on June 21, and stretch across an
expansive front. What will the following weeks bring? I think of my dear family with longing. As I
have asked myself so often in the past, I wonder if my longing actually comes from simply
missing the comforts of civilian life. I thought about this on my way down to the fortifications on
the Bug: such an idea is not possible. Time and time again I envision Rosel and Butziben
[daughter Erika]. How else could the true love that speaks from each line of her letters touch me
so deeply? These two people are the most precious things that life could have taken away from
me.My thoughts are with Father and Mother, these two kind beings; the love between is us great.
With gratitude I think of all the good things they have done for Rosel and me. God willing, I will
get through the coming weeks—for their sake.18 June: It is now becoming serious. Under the
cover of night, the entire division will move into attack formation. Reinforcement troops from the



528th Infantry Regiment arrived today around noon—young guys with fresh faces. For some of
them, the sun will shine for only a few more days. Such is the soldier’s fate! I expect the attack to
occur across the front on Sunday.This new day has already brought great joy to me—two lovely
letters from my dear Rosel and one sweet letter from Hanau.19 June: My most recent
observations lead me to assume that our section [of the front] should expect great resistance.
Will our surprise maneuver really succeed?Further to the rear, farmers are forced to leave their
fields and property. Our troops might also have to advance tomorrow. It is atrocious. The farmers’
wives hurl themselves on the ground, pulling their hair. All this damn crying! There is no way we
can help them!Hurray! The greatest battle of all times will start the day after tomorrow!20 June:
Our cabin is being abandoned. The division has arrived; final preparations for the strike on the
Bug fortifications.21 June: The attack starts tonight at 0300 hours. We are attached to the von
Kleist group [1st Panzergruppe commanded by Field Marshal Paul Ludwig Ewald von Kleist].
Our assignment: a rapid putsch in wedge formation, regardless of casualties…For the moment
there is a quiet, wonderful, twilight peacefulness over the countryside. The huts in the village will
be on fire in a few hours; the air will be filled with the howling and screeching of shells. The
impact of the shelling will tear apart the fields and roads.How amazing it is that we are once
again part of this offensive—fighting under Kleist. Farewell my wife and sweet Erika. Farewell my
beloved parents. You will be in my thoughts tomorrow. Do not worry; a soldier’s luck will be with
me.22 June: All of a sudden, at exactly 0315 hours, and apparently out of the blue, an opening
salvo emerges from the barrels of hundreds of guns of all calibers. The howling and staccato of
Stalin’s arsenal fills the air as if Armageddon had begun. It is impossible to comprehend one’s
world in such an inferno.Our homeland is still innocently asleep while here death is already
collecting a rich harvest. We crouch in our holes with pallid but resolved faces while counting the
minutes until we storm the Bug fortifications… a reassuring touch of our ID tags, the arming of
hand grenades, the securing of our MPi [machinenpistole: submachine gun].It is now 0330
hours. A whistle sounds; we quickly jump out from undercover and at an insane speed cross the
20 meters to the inflatable boats. In a snatch we are on the other side of the river where rattling
machine gun fire awaits us. We have our first casualties.With the help of a few sturmpionieren
we slowly—much too slowly—eat through the barbed wire barriers. Meanwhile, shells fire into
the bunkers at Molnikow [Ukraine].We finally get out of this mess. In a few short steps we are
able to advance to the first bunker, arriving in its blind spot. The Reds fire like mad but are
unable to reach us. The decisive moment is near. An explosive specialist approaches the bunker
from behind and shoves in a short-fused bomb into the bunker’s fire hole. The bunker shook,
and black smoke emerged from its openings, signaling its final doom. We move on.Molnikow is
completely in our hands by 1000 hours. The Reds, hunted by our infantry, disperse quickly to
Bisknjiczo-Ruski. Because the crossing of the river by our panzers is progressing slowly, we are
ordered to cleanse the village of any remaining enemy combatants. The area is combed house
by house. Our shelling has caused terrible damage. The Reds, however, have also done their fair
share.Slowly, our nerves grow accustomed to the all too familiar gruesome images. Close to the



Reds’ customs house lies a large mound of fallen Russians, most of them torn to shreds from
the shelling. Slaughtered civilians lie in the neighboring house. The horridly disfigured bodies of
a young woman and her two small children lie among their shattered personal belongings in
another small, cleansed house.I am compelled to think of you Rosel and Erika, when I witness
such horrible images. How wonderful it is that we are able to exterminate these murderous
beasts. How good it is that we have pre-empted them; for in the coming weeks these
bloodhounds might have been standing on German soil. It is inconceivable what would have
happened then!We have taken our first prisoners—snipers and deserters receive their deserved
reward.After our panzers arrive, we proceed with our attack under nothing more than light fire
and make our advance via Motkowicz-Myskzów, approximately 40 kilometers from the front. We
meet serious resistance near Biscupicze.Helmulth Pfaff and his 14th are pressed hard by enemy
tanks. With many casualties, he has had to retreat to Biscupicze. According to his observations,
we should expect an attack from 50—some heavy—tanks. We move into hedgehog formation at
sunset. Although everyone is extremely exhausted after the first day of fighting, no one thinks
about sleeping. It is an uneasy, restless night.23 June: The morning starts with light artillery fire.
The Red tanks still have not left their deployment area. We can apparently expect panzer and
Stuka [Sturzkampfbomber] support at around 0800 hours. This good news has noticeably raised
our morale.In the interim, our Luftwaffe comrades deliver a bit of entertainment. Dogfight after
dogfight is fought over our heads. One after another, nine Russian bombers are shot down and
crash to the ground in flames. This is the precision work of which [fighter pilot Werner] Moelders
and [Adolf] Galland are true masters.The Russian tank attack commences at noon, with the
German counterattack starting thirty minutes later. Never have we experienced anything like this:
100 Russian tanks are fighting against us. The most important thing is to keep the blood cool
and the nerves calm. We eliminated four tanks within a short amount of time. Approximately 20
Stukas dive bomb, howling from the skies, to attack the Russian tank line. By the afternoon, the
battle is decided to our advantage. More than 60 enemy tanks stand burned out or crushed all
over the battlefield. Most of the enemy units retreat back to Babicze. We follow close behind
them during the night so that we will be able to encircle them.24 June: Encirclement of the
enemy has been achieved by dawn and continues to close in, despite the desperate attempts by
the Reds to break through. The battle culminates around 0900 hours. The tremendous pressure
on the enclosed division worries us. The Russians run like maniacs against our lines. The
situation becomes extremely critical around 1000 hours, with the enemy encirclement being
breached to the southern end of the valley basin.Artillery fire has been ordered, and just minutes
later, scores of heavy shells hiss and howl over our heads. A wall of black smoke stands before
us. The smoke is at times white, and occasionally holes are torn into it from the shrapnel. The
entire valley swills from the impact of the shelling. We are able to reach the first buildings in
Babicze under the cover of the well positioned fire. The damn spiral mines [spiralminen] explode
one after another in angry thunder right before us and over our heads. That sound—that nasty
and poisonous sound from the swarms of artillery shelling. With our faces contorted by anger,



we jump into the Reds’ shrapnel trenches. Anti-tank grenades hammer into their fortifications. All
goes crazy now and chaos erupts. The shelling from the Reds spews forth clouds of shrapnel
which blow over us.… And from these swirls of fire rain down showers of metal into the small
pond right in front of us.Ratas [Soviet fighter planes] appear and attack us. Thank God, no
casualties. We reach the middle of the village around noon. Resistance from the Reds has been
broken—an entire Red division has been destroyed. Clusters of dead and wounded soldiers are
blocking the street. The number of our own casualties is also high. We are so exhausted we
could pass out. Despite this, we reassemble and continue to advance without any noteworthy
resistance, to the village of Lokacze. The welcome there is not very pleasant, as wild gunfire was
awaiting us. Damn snipers! House after house must be cleansed with hand grenades. Fanatics
fire at us until the roofs collapse over their heads and they are buried under the rubble. Others
escape their houses at the last minute as human torches. They either collapse dead on the
street or are beaten to death. Within the hour the entire village has transformed into an ocean of
flames.A thought comes to mind about our infantry during the slaughtering: how many innocent
men have been sent to kingdom come? It is a bizarre thought. Our lancers go out and get
drunk.As soon as the first house goes up in flames, dead bodies can be found lying on the
street. Soldiers destroy and shoot about mercilessly until plumes of smoke cover the horizon. I
believe that this raiding by the infantry brings balance to the extreme exertion of marching and
fighting. At the single shot of a sniper the exhausted men return to life. With their nerves
pulverized, they have forgotten the barbarian heat, forgotten all that damn traipsing about. An
infantry soldier recently said to me, “You see, I was terribly tired, now I am fresh again. It went
back to being a good party!” Yes, yes, this “party” makes me sick to my stomach.25 June: What I
would give to be able to sleep in! After only two hours of sleep we are back at it. We have
received orders to rush and break through enemy lines to the south of Lutsk. Will we be
successful at crossing the River Styr?Our rapid advance in narrow wedge formation has created
a terrible situation for us: only the banks along the road are able to be cleansed of enemy troops.
There is no time to comb the neighboring forests, which is precisely, however, where the enemy
combatants are reassembling. Time and time again there are small battles to the rear of the front
line.Supply convoys are being attacked and obliterated by the enemy far behind our own line.
Red aircraft are hanging over us today like flies. It is a miracle that their relentless attacks have
caused only a few casualties.We reach the Styr around noon. The Reds have broken the river.
The flooded territory is kilometers wide, rendering a crossing of the river for our panzers
impossible. Attempts to use floating bridges are futile. The enemy fires unremittingly at our
bridgehead.A sad day for me! Four dear comrades have fallen: Walter Wolff, Horas, Muegge the
always good humored, and Schielke. Many have been badly wounded. I myself am spiritually
and physically totally exhausted! If my dear Rosel could see me like this—dirty, jaded, thirsty… I
think she would cry out of pity for me. Our beloved homeland [Heimat] will never fully
comprehend what we have accomplished during this campaign. They do not have the slightest
idea of the difficult terrain we have experienced, nor the types of battles.We have just had



another attack from a Red Tiefflieger [low-flying bomber]. Gruber was killed. He had just married
his bride eight days ago by proxy. The night is restless. Hell must be loose to the rear of the line.
The sky is blood red; relentless rumbling and thunder are indicative of the heavy battle occurring
all around us.Our panzers roll in to provide reinforcement. At present, we receive news that the
battle for Lutsk has commenced. At dawn, we notice dark, smoky clouds hanging over the
riverbanks close to the village.26 June: Latest observations in the morning bring no changes to
the situation. It is still impossible to get the vehicles across the river. We receive orders from
division HQ and are commanded to cross the Styr near Lutsk, despite the chance of meeting
strong Russian tank forces there. Very well; we take off toward our destination—all by ourselves,
without the support of heavy artillery and infantry, which will cross the river by way of the floating
bridges.The constant attacks from the enemy are sickening. Enemy aircraft, mostly bombers,
suddenly attack, as if they were coming from right behind the hedges. All of the drama is over
within seconds: first, the incredible thunder of detonations; next, the hammering of on-board
cannons from the bombers; and finally, the smell of dark and foul smoke along with the hissing
and singing of shrapnel over our heads. In the end, the wounded are shrieking, and the show is
over. That is how it went five times until we arrived in Lutsk.The number of casualties is
considerable. Slowly, we enter the village, all while keeping our left and right flanks secure. We
are able to take a short break in the town center. The time is used to collect the injured and take
a swig from our canteen.The beating that the town has taken from the Stukas and heavy artillery
is extensive. The local prison is a gruesome sight. Prior to their retreat, the Bolshevik mob
staged a terrible bloodbath. More than a hundred men, women, and children were slaughtered
like cattle. Never will I forget such appalling images. These are the dead of our enemies, for
those bloodhounds and murderers would prey on English priests!Meanwhile, a few comrades
have pulled the remaining Rotarmisten [Red Army soldiers] and Jews from their hiding places. A
solo gun performance echoed across the square and with that, the mob ascended to the
heavens of “the English High Church.”We move on. Together with our panzers, we advance
slowly to the east side of the village, where Russian tanks suddenly appear. PaKs [anti-tank
cannons] have never before been brought into position so quickly. Our panzers are deployed; we
lie atop them, packed with hand grenades in order to eliminate the approaching infantry. After an
hour of battle, the attacking behemoths and their accompanying fighters are either destroyed or
have fled. Unfortunately, we too have suffered the loss of some of our panzers. I was on top of
one of them, but was incredibly lucky that it did not catch fire. Such an episode is typical for the
entire damn Eastern campaign. The panzers that have been able to make a quick advance are
already in Lutsk, approximately 40 kilometers from here.Lutsk was captured by our troops this
morning, and the area around the town has been cleansed of enemy troops. So where did the
enemy tanks and infantry suddenly come from? This Asian mob is sly and cunning; every hour
brings an evil surprise—a large pile of scheisse [shit]. We are no longer safe anywhere. There is
not a single hour of peace and quiet. It is true that I am not a coward. Fear is a term unknown to
me. It is rather eerie, however, to ride alone on a messenger motorcycle through large stretches



of forest that have yet to be cleansed.Over the past few days the Reds have shot many
messengers on their motorcycles, dragging them off their bikes in order to torture them terribly
and then to kill them. The rashness of the Russian strategy can be seen in the following
example:This afternoon, when Russian tanks appeared, the crew of one of our panzers climbed
out to position its cannon. When we returned, we found it all in flames. A civilian who was in
hiding had set it on fire. He was captured and also set on fire.There is strong ground and aircraft
activity from the Russians during the evening. We hear rumors that we have been encircled by
enemy tanks. Scheisse, scheisse! Stay calm and wait and see!27 June: Russian anti-tank guns
(7.5–22 cm) hammered our positions the entire night. Once again, a night without any peace and
sleep. By dawn, the Ratas are present in large numbers; however, none of their firing succeeds
at making it into our holes. Like drunken men, they move in, veering to the right, then sharply to
the left. We fire like crazy. We know very well what these maneuvers mean—they’re sniffing
about our positions. Soon they will either take us under well targeted fire, or the heavy flounders
[flundern] will dive down and dribble a dozen or so bombs into our holes. We are therefore
ordered to immediately change positions, which is not that easy, since we are under machine
gun fire.As expected, a jolly group of heavy bombers appear a few minutes later. Again,
everything happens in a matter of seconds. Chunks of earth are propelled into the air just 40 to
50 meters from us. Dirt, mud, roots, and entire sections of ground swirl about in the air. Glowing
hot pieces of shrapnel land right at our feet. Jagged bolts of lightning slam into the ground with a
loud roar. Though as quickly as it started, it was over. The ghostly silence that follows eats on our
nerves. Wounded soldiers are moaning.What will come next? A third and fourth wave, which
uncover our exact positions and blow the living lights out of us? Minutes of anxious waiting
follow, but nothing happens. Enemy fire has even started to subside. A single SMG [schweres
maschingewehr—heavy machine gun] chugs on for a while, and then there is silence. What is
going on? Why don’t the Reds attack this ridiculous bunch of ours? Shortly after, we are given
an answer: Our infantry had hobbled in a forced march to our aid. (Hobbled, because it is
impossible to talk about walking when mentioning these poor fellows, who have no shoes to
cover their blistered feet.) As courteous as the Russians are, they left the area to our soldiers.
Now though, the leaf is about to turn!28 June: The rest of our motorized groups and most
importantly our artillery arrive in the morning. Even more important, though, is the food. The B-
Wagen have also arrived. We would have suffered terribly had the Russians attacked us with
only a few drops of gas left in our tanks.No enemy contact as we advance. Red fighter planes try
to disrupt our convoy every now and then, but these brothers do not dare a true attack today, for
we have our comrades from the MGK with us today. It is glorious how they pierce the blue skies
with their twin-barrel machine guns. Our Heeres-Fla [anti-aircraft forces] stutter as if they are
possessed. The gentlemen of the Ratas soon tuck in their tails and disappear while growling
ferociously. The farewell they bid with their onboard cannons unfortunately costs us two
wounded soldiers.29 June: The morning delivers an explanation as to why the Russians
disappeared so quickly. We have taken a few Ukrainian POWs who had been hiding out in the



bushes. They had lost the will to continue fighting, and are better informed about the situation
than we are, and what they have to say, as their meaningful grins demonstrate, makes us happy.
The Russians are encircled, and since the encirclement is weak around Dubno, they have begun
to concentrate their forces there in order to try and break through.Town center of Dubno, present
day Rivne Oblast, Ukraine, summer 1941. (Photograph courtesy of Håkan Henriksson)Summer
1941. Ruins from the relentless bombing in Dubno, present day Rivne Oblast, Ukraine. (Photo
courtesy of Håkan Henriksson)We reach Dubno in the evening following a rapid march. The
town is free of enemy troops. Earlier in the afternoon, the Russians were forced to surrender the
town after putting up a desperate fight. They didn’t leave before vandalizing the town like a
bunch of schweine [pigs]. Everything has been crushed to pieces. We find a large pile of
mutilated dead bodies in the town prison.A so-called “check of the road” on our sidecar
motorcycle almost costs us by a hair’s breadth our lives. The Reds need to schedule some extra
shooting lessons for their recruits. One should be able to hit a motorcycle with three people from
a distance of 150 meters—Yes, yes, when one has joyfully survived, one can make fun of the
situation! I think that if our helmets had not been on top of our heads, our hair would have stood
straight up—the odds were 100 to 3!Our artillery has let out some hell-fire in the area where the
Russians were retreating at dusk. Along with our 9th Panzer Division, we advance in pursuit of
the Russians. Our panzers continue to scope out the area under the cover of night. We stay
behind to protect the flanks. Anyone who knows what it means to protect the flanks in a war with
the Bolsheviks understands that we will have yet again another sleepless night.German soldiers
atop a wrecked Soviet T-34 tank in the vicinity of Dubno.(Photograph courtesy of Håkan
Henriksson)30 June: Against the odds, the night is quiet—quiet according to our standards, as
we have grown accustomed over the past few days to quite a bit of noise. Shells fly here and
there into the fields behind us. Smaller caliber shots are buzzing right before our feet.A hellish
spectacle takes place near the runway around 0300 hours. Our panzers must have encountered
enemy forces, yet the Reds are nowhere to be seen around here.The sun burns mercilessly onto
our heads, our limbs are heavy like lead. How nice it would be to take a nap over there in the
shade! The Alte [Sergeant] must be capable of reading our minds: “Anyone who is not in charge
of the cannons can lie down and sleep.” People forget where they are. They just fall down on the
spot. Others are able to make it into the barn, simply to collapse onto the floor and fall sound
asleep.
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Gilberto Villahermosa, “One of the Best German Eastern Front Memoirs I've Ever Read!. This
book, based on journals left behind by a German soldier in the 299th Infantry Division, is a well
written and well annotated history of the experiences of a single Wehrmacht soldier on the
Eastern Front. Hans Roth served in the Wehrmacht's 299th Infantry Division anti-tank battalion
from the first day of Operation Barbarossa, Hitler's June 1941 massive invasion of the Soviet
Union, until his disappearance, with most of Army Group Center, in June 1944. Roth proves to
be an intelligence, observant, and talented writer, capturing for his journals all the essential
elements of war on the Eastern Front. In three months his 14,000 division, experiencing constant
Red Army artillery and air attacks, is attributed and reduced to some 6,000 men. Replenished
with reinforcements, Roth finds himself and his unit being used a fire brigade all along the
Eastern Front. It is clear that he imbibed Hitler's anti-Semitism and believed in Nazi Germany's
wars against Soviet Russia, based on his comments about Jews and Bolsheviks. In the end,
Roth's 299th Infantry Division, like the rest of the Wehrmacht, were overwhelmed by Red Army
infantry divisions, tank brigades, and air force squadrons that never stopped attacking the
German soldiers.This book is so perfect a memoir that it caused me to wonder whether its was
all really true - or fiction. This proved to be the case with another powerful memoir of the Eastern
Front "The Forgotten Soldier", which was later revealed to be fictitious. However, the accompany
photographs and documents at the end lend great credibility to one of the best German Eastern
Front memoirs I have ever read."Eastern Inferno" is highly recommended for anyone interested
in infantry warfare on the Eastern Front, the German Wehrmacht, and the Red Army.”

Eman Cilbup, “"It's a shame, such a shame; such wonderful men!". "The truth is feared by those
whose supremacy is based on the lie.""It's a shame, such a shame; such wonderful men!" Hans
Roth (the author) laments time and again. WW2 was not only unprecedented; it was the pivotal
point in human history. Time will tell the end result of this battle, which is but part of the larger
cosmic struggle.Truly great men were lost. The world they left behind and which we inhabit today
is hardly recognizable. "Such a shame!" Yet here we are. The heroes of old warned us this would
happen; they were right! Their spirit, as predicted by the Hero of WW2, will seed new
generations of those who would continue the struggle.Roth's journals, which make up this book,
are among the best war accounts I've read. Roth, like so many on the Eastern Front, was a
remarkable hero -- just doing his duty, as he describes it. Of special interest are the several
descriptions of the heavy partisan (i.e., civilian guerilla) fighting the Germans repeatedly
encountered, which necessitated just as many justified consequences. So much for postwar
kangaroo courts... "The truth is feared by those whose supremacy is based on the lie."”

Steve A, “one of the best. Vividly portrays the brutality of the eastern front line fighting even in
the early supposedly easy going years. Note that the writer is not a nice guy. Since he was killed



in the middle of the war he had no time, like most germans, to become post war 'apologetic'.
Thus we get a true sense of the fanatical hatred of the general german soldier towards the
bolshevik. Roth is quite glad to see russians (and jews) being pulled out of hiding and shot in the
town square. When the russian ferociously fights back, there's no modicum of respect for the
enemies tenacity. Instead he calls them the worst names - animals, beasts, inhuman monsters.
How dare they not lie down before the noble german like obedient children and let themselves
be slaughtered. He must have known himself that this all started with the unspeakable atrocities
committed by the germans themselves from the very start of the invasion. But he does a
complete 180 when it comes to his family and comrades. He can't stop professing his love for his
wife and child, and his heartbreak at a wounded or dead comrade. Such is the way of the world.”

doc rich, “German soldier on the eastern front. This journal gives a graphic description of the
savage warfare between the Soviets and the Germans. It certainly rings true as I compare it to
other books on this subject. This is the only book period, where this soldiers account of rounding
up the Jews in the Ukraine by the SS squads and where just machined gunned down, men,
women, and children. This soldier describes it in a matter of fact way although it seemed to be
disagreeable to him(not enough to protest though). I am willing to bet that if he lived that after the
war this would have been edited out. The book does leave the things up in the air as he
apparently was killed sometime in 1944. For readers on this area of conflict the journal describes
the battles and daily life on the front very well.Thanks  Doc Rich”

William Sumrall, “Unique. The author did not have the opportunity to clean up his descriptions of
committing war crimes before he went MIA.While he did not strike me as a dyed in the wool
Nazi, he did impress me as rather odd; a husband and father who in his early middle age got
drafted and enjoyed killing maybe a little too much.As a matter of fact in his diary he loved
combat.In most post war diaries and biographies the authors omit the atrocities or deny them -
no! They blame it on the SS.Not this Wehrmacht guy. He was proud of it.”

Nashorn99, “Amazing. Truly amazing a journal like this survived. A birds eye view of a
Wehrmacht soldier on the Eastern front from the beginning invasion up to Kursk. His resilience
what him and his men faced everyday is astounding. This isn’t sanitized either. No, If I had only
knew what Nazism was about. True thoughts. I have an idea more books written by German
soldiers and officers post war, if they were written like this one was, would be highly different, ie I
never knew Hitler was such a horrible person. I’d say plenty held same ideas and thoughts just
like he did in his journals. But that’s just my opine.”

Abr13, “For Eastern Front War Buffs. Personally, I liked the book. It gives one a pretty good feel
for a certain type of German soldier from the WW2 time period. However, for those with limited
interest in the topic, I would suggest reading other more well known books such as Guy Sajer’s



“The Forgotten Soldier”. Admittedly, that book has its flaws but it is probably the best entry level
book for those wanting to understand the Eastern Front from the common soldier’s perspective.
Again, I liked “Eastern Inferno” and recommend it to anyone who wants to read anything and
everything about the Eastern Front.”

Baraniecki Mark Stuart, “A reliable first hand account of WW2 Operation Barbarossa. Eastern
Inferno is an excellent first hand soldier's account of various actions in Operation Barbarossa,
the WW2 German invasion of Russia. It's a translation of Hans Roth's diary starting on 12th June
1941 (Diary 1) and ending on 6th May 1943 (Diary 3). He was reported missing on 25th June
1943.Roth was a member of the 299th Infantry Division, part of the Sixth Army, which started on
the left flank of Army Group South as it invaded the Ukraine, involved in what was at first a
difficult infantry battle, eventually leading to the commitment of armour and a large scale
encirclement around Kiev taking 665.000 Russian prisoners. Subsequently he participated in the
battle for Oboyan (winter of 1941-42) and later the German summer offensive of 1942
culminating in the battle for Stalingrad. His unit was outside the Soviet offensive/ encirclement of
Sixth Army starting on November 19th but he saw the collapse of the Italian flanking positions
and was part of the subsequent rout.Roth's account agrees with other first hand records
showing the constant difficulties of supply, the eventual terminal problem of apparently limitless
Soviet equipment and manpower and the great distances to be covered in scorching heat or
halted in deep mud or Arctic temperatures in which weapons and machinery wouldn't work.A
positive aspect of the diary is that it avoids the bias of soldier's letters written for their families
(eg. in Fritz's, "
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    ") or Bidermann's "
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" with its necessary post-war criticism of National Socialism. The uncomforable reality is that
these soldiers were 100% for Hitler and National Socialism.”

AK, “Instructive first hand account of combat on the Eastern Front, somewhat marred by
indifferent translation. The book covers three journals of Hans Roth, a German soldier serving in
the anti tank battalion attached to the 299th infantry division on the Eastern Front from June
1941 to June 1944 (the journals only cover the period till May 1943). It was written as a memento
for his wife but not really meant to be read - more of a tool for the author to deal with the horrors
of his experiences himself.It starts off in daily installments (with dates for each entry) in June
1941, then slowly the entries get more infrequent in the spring of 1942, only to lose the
frequency (and specific dates altogether) in the third journal, the majority of which happened
after his only home leave in August 1942.As this is not a fictionalized or glorified account meant
for propaganda purposes or commercial success, the book maintains a high level of authenticity.
The perhaps shocking discovery for the 'armchair generals' amongst the readers is the literally
life and death struggle (no pun intended) present from the first day of the war. In spite of what
were considered easy victories of the Wehrmacht in 1941, it appears that the resistance was
enormous from the start, not at all to be compared to the Western Front (the author's own
observations) and that much of it resembled the trench warfare of WW1.The overwhelming
artillery volume and the always present Red Air Force (seems that the Luftwaffe only ever put in
occasional performances, even in 1941), as well as the immediate partisan presence made the
fight a bitter struggle all the way. The appearance of KV-1 tanks late in 1941 also came as an
electrifying shock, adding to the feeling of helplessness on many an occasion. And then of
course there was the weather, which appeared to shock no matter the season.While the author
certainly buys into the propaganda from the start, there emerges a better understanding of the
enemy (especially the civilian population) over time. While the author shows a high level of
queasiness when witnessing a wholesale extermination of the local Jewish population in the
occupied territories, he still displays righteous indignation at the Soviets 'daring' to destroy their
supply columns and employing less than chivalrous tactics to ensure survival and victory. In this
he may appear biased but this at least makes the account authentic. He also displays the typical
anger aimed at rear echelon troops and especially at the home front AAA units, all of whom he
thinks vastly inferior to the 'frontschweine' (for lack of a better translation front pigs). Same goes
for the German allies, with particular scorn being heaped at the Italians and Hungarians.The
book - being a first hand account - will of course not show the wider picture of the conflict, still it



adds a layer of richness to how the titanic struggle got fought out on an individual soldier's level.
The one unfortunate element of the book is the translation into English. The journals were
brought to print by the author's grandson and three different translators were used in the
process. Unfortunately those were chosen perhaps more for their knowledge of German than
history or military terminology, so there are frequent mistranslations, or very odd sounding direct
translations, where perfectly adequate expressions exist in English. A working level of German
helps somewhat here, as you will at least be better able to understand what the original term
was and therefore what the author meant. Some cleaning up of spelling mistakes, as well as
correcting the handful of mislabeled pictures would also help.Overall the book is still a very vivid
account of life on the Eastern Front and deserves to be read as a source of rounding ones
understanding of what the conflict was really like from the 'ground'.”

veenee, “A Landser diary. It's a set of three diaries of a German soldier fighting in hell, aka
Eastern Front.Roth is describing in details things which you wouldn't think about when reading
operational scale descriptions of war in Russia, like everyday struggle with 'little' things -
weather, plagues of insects or simple problems with clothing and food.Being a man who
survived three years of fighting he gives terrifying account of losses on German (and Soviet)
side, with an extra personal detail added - fallen soldiers on both sides are not just numbers.It is
thoroughly worth reading if you are even remotely interested in WW2 Eastern Front.”

John Nygate, “I am a man, I consider nothing that is human alien to me.. "Homo sum, humani
nihil a me alienum puto", or "I am a man, I consider nothing that is human alien to me." Terence,
Roman playwright.These are the diaries of a brave German soldier who fought on the Eastern
Front from 1941 to 1944. The diaries have the rare distinction as being contemporary; that is to
say they were written as the events unfolded and not after the war. They have been recently
translated into English.Hans Roth left a loving wife and daughter in Frankfurt when he was
drafted to fight on the Eastern Front at the age of twenty-eight. His journals give a fascinating
personal account of the war. They are written in soldier's language, sometimes with a wry
humour; he was a "frontline pig."There are many descriptions of fighting and the terrible
conditions of life on the Ostfront. Just to give a flavour of the book I will give a few
examples......The book opens a few days before the invasion of Russia. Private Roth is proud to
be part of this offensive which he believes is necessary to defend Europe from barbarous
communism......Some partisans are arrested. Three of them are beautiful girls ranging in age
from eighteen to twenty. After interrogation the commander decides they must be executed
because they are part of a group that killed German soldiers. Roth cannot witness this. After the
executions everyone is quiet for the rest of the afternoon......On September 26th 1941 Roth has
a conversation with a young SS soldier of the "kill commando" whose function was to murder the
Jews in the captured territories. The young (19!) SS man explains to Roth how the Jews dug
trenches over two days to hold 1500 bodies. Then groups of 250 Jews at a time step to the



edge of a trench and are killed by machine gun, then falling into the trench. Roth cannot believe
what he hears and tells the young man so. The young man laughs and suggests they should
take a look. So they ride their motor bikes to the outskirts of Kiev to witness an
Einsatzkommando action. Roth is shocked and says he will never forget what he saw that
day......On January 8th 1942, Roth is part of a raiding party on a village called Strelezkaja, near
Obojan. At 5.30am the village is full of sleeping Russian soldiers. Without mercy every Russian
soldier is gunned down or clubbed to death. In half an hour 360 Russians are killed...The book
includes many black and white photos : of Hans Roth, his wife Rosel, his comrades, maps, and
Roth's military medals and accompanying certificates.This book is a heart wrenching account of
the appalling suffering and privations of history's greatest land war. Read with care I found it
difficult not to like and admire Hans Roth. Wounded, he elected to remain at the front with his
comrades rather than retreat to the safety of a field hospital. He risks his life to take a Christian
cross to dead Lieutenant Liebetran, his best friend, killed by Russian artillery.One must admire
Hans Roth's incredible presence of mind. Again and again after a day's fighting, killing
Russians, seeing his comrades killed, just avoiding death himself, he managed to take his diary
out and write a few paragraphs.The book has a couple of downsides. Sometimes the translation
is not as good as it could be. And sometimes it is repetitive, but that was the nature of Roth's
war, just never ending battles. Nevertheless the book is so unique and powerful, it deserves five
stars.Feldwebel Hans Roth was reported missing in June 1944 and his grave was never found.”

The book by Christine Alexander has a rating of 5 out of 4.4. 528 people have provided
feedback.
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